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This newsletter has been a labour of love. In week two,

when I emailed to apologise that the material was not yet

finished, Alice, the hard-working and endlessly patient

designer of this newsletter, kindly replied: “Don’t worry

about the timing at all, I’ve been feeling a lag recently and

I know other people have said similar so I think there’s

something in the air (or we’re all completely fatigued from

living through a global pandemic…)”. It is now close to

the end of term. In a productivist society with an

unthinkingly commodifying sense of time, it is tempting to

see this delay as a sign of failure. I see it as a sign of

success. Amongst all that the world, disease and

government have thrown at us, we have not enforced strict

deadlines but prioritised mental health. Despite the literal

illegality of in-person theatre, we have achieved sixteen

pages of high-quality, engaging, and inspiring material.

The existence of this newsletter and the living theatrical

world reflects the most striking aspect of DST, tested and

strengthened by the pandemic: the resilience and

innovation of its community, striving to create and connect

despite the distance between us. Thank you to each of our

contributors for your creativity and kindness; your

dedication is beyond appreciated. To our virtual audience,

I hope you enjoy reading: here is a snippet of what DST

can do. 

-Sophie Tice, First Night Editor



Bringing 'Frankenstein' to life
Tieing into Castle Theatre Company's Radio Production of Frankenstein, former First Night editor Imogen

Usherwood spoke to writer Sophie Wright and Professor Simon James about the Novel, the challenges of

adaptation and combining the gothic with the modern.

When eighteen-year-old Mary Shelley began writing a certain horror story in 1816, she was living through what became

known as the Year Without a Summer. A volcanic eruption in Indonesia saw global temperatures decrease such that the sun didn’t

come out. In a very different sense, 2020 was its own Year Without a Summer (or spring, or autumn), and the coronavirus

pandemic saw many creatives turn to audio as the safest medium.  Castle Theatre Company’s radio play Frankenstein premiered

in January 2021 to great success, bringing together performers, creatives and technicians across DST. Back in November, I spoke

to Sophie Wright, Durham graduate and the writer behind this new adaptation, and Professor Simon John James of the

Department of English Studies.

“CTC came to me with the idea of a radio play,” Sophie explained. “I was given a couple of choices, but Frankenstein felt like the

natural fit. People go into Frankenstein expecting certain characters and themes, which I think is what you want from a radio

adaptation.” Of course, there are other advantages to a radio adaptation; DST has always been ambitious in its productions, but

convincingly turning an actor into a reanimated corpse is a tall order. Perhaps the most famous stage adaptation of recent times

was the National Theatre’s production in 2011, adapted by Nick Dear and directed by Danny Boyle – student theatre cannot

produce such elaborate makeup and a moving set, let alone attempt to cast Benedict Cumberbatch. As such, a radio production

made sense to Sophie: “The scariest stuff is always inside your head. It’s a lot easier to say ‘oh, my arm’s fallen off’ on radio, and

know that the listener’s mind will leap to the most horrific image imaginable.”

              

Sophie’s adaptation is unique for several reasons, not least for her decision to structure it around the idea of tape recordings; in

this story, the hand-held tape recorder has already been invented, and all the audio we hear is from the personal tapes of

Frankenstein or the creature.  “It was a practical choice to begin with,” she explained. “The novel is structured through letters, and

I wanted a way to preserve that. The monster steals Victor’s tapes and listens to them, so he understands that he is made of

different parts and that he has been wronged. It ended up being much more useful than I thought.”

Simon noted that, historically, there is “a long-held association between Frankenstein and technology. Victor uses and     .              

abuses it, and today we use ‘Frankenstein’ to refer to scientific overreaching.” 

This is not Sophie’s first literary adaptation, having written a stage play of Jane Austen’s Northanger Abbey for CTC back in 2019.

I asked her how writing for radio was different. “Writing for the stage, you don’t have to think so carefully about describing 

exactly what you can hear and see. I ended up working very 

closely with the sound engineer – we spoke a lot about the 

limitations of the technology. I suppose writing within 

constraints is a very Shelley approach, given she was writing 

for a bet!” “I just love the idea of eighteen-year-old Mary 

Shelley beating the boys at their own game,” Simon chimed in, 

referring to the original creation of the novel, a competition 

between Shelley, her husband Percy and Lord Byron, on who 

could write the best horror story. “It’s recapitulated a bit in the 

theme of masculine overreaching in the novel. A misogynistic 

society oppresses women, but knows that the one thing men 

absolutely cannot do is carry a child. So, in the nineteenth 

century we get Dracula, in which a man reproduces himself by 

biting people; The Picture of Dorian Gray, in which a man 

reproduces himself through a painting; and of course, 

Frankenstein. Frankenstein is a man’s world, but the creature 

is the result – that’s what happens you leave everything to men!”
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 - Imogen Usherwood



Meet The 2020/21 Exec: 
Anna Bodrenkova, a third year Liberal Arts student, discusses her role as Technical Manager of DST.
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I’m going to go straight to being embarrassing, but it really is the people – I feel

incredibly blessed to work with such kind and talented individuals. Whether it is running

workshops, working in the Assembly Rooms or assisting shows, I know that I can rely on

my fellow techies to help out. Their support has made my job much easier, and means I

have time to dedicate to the projects that I want to work on for the DST community.

What is your favourite thing about being Tech Manager?

Just when I thought I knew what theatre tech was, the effects of the pandemic meant it

suddenly became so much more. We are all learning new skills these days, from filming,

audio recording to editing. My goal this term is to make information on all these

upcoming fields available to techies who need it, but we have to start from scratch. I

haven’t got much experience in those areas yet, so I sometimes feel out of my depth.

That said, it is also really exciting – there are so many new possibilities for theatre.

What has been the most challenging thing about the role?

Hey, I’ve only had it for a few months! Being DST Technical Manager really does force 

you to learn as much as you can, though. I think this is the year that I finally understood both DST and doing tech in the Assembly

Rooms Theatre not only as a series of seemingly disconnected activities but as a lovely chaotic system that somehow works.

What have you learnt from the role?

I’m graduating this year - if any theatre will take me, I would love to continue working in tech, though generally any job relating to

the arts industry would be great. In the likely possibility of my imminent unemployment, I’d like to use my time outside of job

hunting to work on personal creative projects. I have various ideas across various mediums, including for a musical, video game,

graphic novel, and a puppet show… It doesn’t matter if anything comes of them - the most important thing is making time to

work on things that spark joy.

What are your plans for next year?

Just go for it! I’ve said it a million times, but I’ll say it again - anyone can get into tech! Against tech’s reputation, I literally do the

most humanities degree possible (Liberal Arts). Signing up for your first show can be daunting, but you can learn as you go and

will always be supported by your teammates. Ask them lots of questions. Also, if you’re not on the tech mailing list already, please

e-mail dst.technical@durham.ac.uk to sign up – you’ll get all the tech opportunities being advertised each week, as well as any

important notices and training opportunities.

Any advice for someone interested in getting involved with tech?

"Tech can seem intimidating to students who have never done it

before, conjuring images of cables, lights, and sound desks that

you wouldn’t know how to approach without fear of breaking

something expensive! This is at least how I felt as an English

student approaching tech, having mainly done costume work for

past shows. However, some of the best techies I met had started

with no experience at all and didn’t study a degree that fed into

tech, giving me the courage to pursue something about which I

am now fiercely passionate."

Daisy Robinson

"Why should you get into tech? Cause it’s awesome?!?! That’s

why! Jokes aside, tech, in my opinion, offers the highest degree

of variety in a play’s production. You might end up having to

help with set managing, backdrops, shadow screens and the next

moment you are up in the tech booth with the lighting desk, then

taking seats apart to be able to reach the patch bay under the

seats. Tech people usually try and have a crack at most of the

jobs around the theatre, and we have a great community of

incredible people that will always give you advice."

Dragos Farcas

Why Should You Get Into Tech?



Meet the Writers: 

Even if you don’t like something, it doesn’t mean it’s ‘bad’: you have to see past that aspect

sometimes and through to the show in its context. Be honest about your opinions but also

analyse why you felt that way- even if you feel negatively towards the show, it might actually

mean the piece was successful.  Write what you know. If you’re into acting, you can write a

great piece analysing the actors’ performances - the same if you’re a tech-wizz - but it’s very

obvious when you have no idea why a choice was made but still try to analyse it. If in doubt:

get in touch with the theatre company or the director; they’re always happy to answer any

questions you might have, and this understanding can only add to your review.  Remember

those involved are real people and (fragile) students like you. Have Microsoft word read the

review back to you and imagine it is about you. Having the program read the piece aloud also

helps to hear how the review would sound to a new reader, rather than how you think it

sounds as the writer; if something doesn’t sound the way you intended, change it until it does. 

College

Josephine Butler

Why should students review for First Night?

Reviewing gives you free tickets to quality student theatre! It also allows you a

 chance to experiment with your writing style while thinking critically about

 what you enjoyed about a piece or would do differently, which are such valuable skills to have. Lastly, it is

always a delight seeing my words on the First Night website when my review is published too!
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What advice do you have for reviewing theatre?

Molly Kavanagh
College

Van Mildert
Subject

Law
Year

2nd
Favourite show last term

To review – Blackbird. It was intimate and intense, challenged the

audience, and overcame all possible boundaries put in place by

COVID - most of which actually added to the piece. It was all- round 

an incredible piece of theatre, which made my review really hard to

write. To be involved with - Grease, because I look great with pink hair.

Me in three words

I miss theatre!

Molly Knox
Subject

Music
Year

1st
Me in three words

Creative, Curious, Colourful

Favourite show last term
I loved reviewing ‘Purple on Toast’ last term. Firstly, because it was a

wonderful, diverse, and intimate theatrical experience. Secondly, because I’d

never reviewed a radio show before, so it was very new and exciting for me!

Get to know the people behind the pieces! Meet some of our writers in these mini-whirlwind interviews. 



Durham Drama Festival 2021
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DDF, the weeklong festival of all things student drama, ran in February fully online, with nine

student-written shows, COVID-19 friendly format. Pandemic-friendly, the festival will feature audio

dramas, rehearsed readings, and performances fully adapted to be watched virtually. This comes

along with a plethora of talks, workshops, and events, all of which can be accessed by anyone,

anywhere.

The addition of a theme to the festival “radical voices for radical times” was intended to inspire creatives to create stories that help

us realise our relationships to others in a world where such relationships have been under strain for biological, economic, and

political reasons. It is us, those leaving university, who must soothe and rebuild these relationships. If we don’t, then nobody will.

The assumption is that art has the power to make things happen. This idea is increasingly distant in contemporary society where he

majority of art is vacuous, created to be binged and streamed ad infinitum, to literally lull us into a daze, to preclude the possibility

of thought, to steal out attention and never give it back to us. Whilst DDF may only be a university-wide event, I hope that it will

audiences to consider the power of your own voice and the importance of your opinion, as artistic and political conformity

become increasingly ubiquitous in our lives.

The radical and its discontents. 

The greatest part of any show is the moment the theatre fades to black, when the lights turn off to

signal that the performance is over. In that instant, we, the audience, wake up and are forced to

confront ourselves. Good art penetrates us to our essence and demands a response. “What now?”,

we must ask as we leave the theatre. With television, the “what now?” is answered with another

episode or season. We consistently procrastinate the moment of confrontation. “What now?” – the

question we will ask ourselves when we awake from the lockdown coma, when the streets are filled

with life once again,  when decision about life and love will have to be made.

Stars, hide your fires; Let not light see my black and deep desires.

The radical defines itself in contrast to the status quo. The radical is always rebellious and reactionary in this sense. Dada is an apt

example, rebelling in both form and content to the traditional “academic” art.

Love your enemies because they bring out the best in you.

There is nothing to rebel against today, be that artistically or politically. Protests in the 21st century merely serve to extend the

purview of hegemony to those who are not fully integrated within it. We fight for inclusivity in a system that we cannot reject for

here is, as theorist Mark Fisher put it, no alternative. Every expression that in its appearance condemns the system only serves to

that in its appearance condemns the system only serves to further reify it. Adorno believed that this contradiction is key to authentic

art; for him, contained within it a desire for autonomy while at the same time being subject to material forces of capitalism. Mark

Fisher: What if we held a protest, and everyone showed up? Where does radical art exist today if it can exist at all?

A question I do not know the answer to.
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- Alexander Cohen, Festival Coordinator

We live in a zombie formalism where historical styles are revived and given equal value in themselves as historical artefacts, where

there is no new progress or innovation. Contemporary art, “in the style of Monet” - and who were the impressionists seeking to

pay homage to? Fisher calls this “hautology.” We can only repeat what has come before, stitching together past forms and ideas

to create aesthetic Frankenstein’s monsters. As a totality they are new; as parts, they are not. Does this hold for theatre?

The end of (art) history?

When theatres return from their COVID-induced coma, they ought to return with a bang that will exceed anything we have seen

before. The question is this: what will we choose to engage in? Will we seek comfort in repetitions from the past? The same old

Shakespeare with the same old crowds silently muttering their favourite quotes under their breath? Or will we engage in

something new, something that reflects the unique unreality of our time? I hope that we are inspired to progress further and further

with time.

Each man's death diminishes me, for I am involved in mankind. 

GENERAL PROGRAMME SELECTIONS 2021

PRODUCTION POSTERS



Via many, many breakdowns... (Obviously a joke) … 

A joke based entirely in truth. I felt super lost after 

graduation, so I threw myself fully into comedy. I started 

writing and performing stand up, training in improv and 

gigging frequently in the evenings alongside my full-time 

job. About a year later, my friend Andrew and I put 

together a full-length sketch show which did really well at 

the Fringe, and I had also started acting in short films 

wherever I could to get experience on set and acting for 

screen. It was a combination of all of this, networking, 

and right place/right time coincidences that resulted in 

me signing with my agent after which I began auditioning 

and booking paid writing and acting jobs.

Sophie Tice, First Night Editor, talks to English Studies graduate, and St Mary's College alumna Ambika

Mod, who is now an actor, comedian and writer. She has worked on television, radio and web content,

including projects for the BBC and Channel 4. She was named ‘One to Watch’ by Funny Women in 2020

for stand-up, and is also half of the critically acclaimed sketch duo Megan from HR. whose debut show is

due to run at Soho Theatre. 

Catching up with...

How did you get into the industry 

after graduating?

Well, live comedy all but died out. My sketch duo’s run at Soho Theatre was postponed indefinitely. We were also working on our

second show which had been programmed for the full length of the Fringe in the Pleasance Courtyard which we were so excited

about, until the whole festival got cancelled. It was obviously necessary but a massive hit for everyone in the live comedy industry.

On top of that, there were a fewer auditions coming in - but in the grand scheme of things, I do feel I’ve been pretty fortunate. I

did lose my mind for a while there but after a couple of months, I realised this was actually time I could use to take a break, focus

on writing, and take classes. I feel like my craft really improved, which made me so much more confident and grateful once I

started getting work again.

How has your experience been affected by COVID?

I’ve learned loads but some lessons that come to mind which I wish someone had told me earlier are a) know who you are – this

can take a while and comedy really helped me but it’s vital when you are an actor as well to know what you offer, where you fit in

the business and to have genuine confidence in your individuality; b) there is no set path for getting into the industry, like,

absolutely none – everyone’s journey is totally different and at the end of the day, it’s all a confluence of luck and hard work so

just because it may seem like it’s not working out now, doesn’t mean it won’t ever (things can change so quickly); and c) learn to

say no but also don’t take no for an answer... does this make sense?! 

What's an important lesson you've learnt from doing comedy and drama?
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Durham prepared me massively for the professional world, specifically my time in the Revue and at the Fringe which gave me

(amongst many other things) a thorough education in writing/performing/directing/producing comedy, and the self-belief that I

was actually any good. For me, the Revue was almost like drama school but for comedy. Taking the step to actively pursue

comedy & acting as a career was really scary – I had absolutely no idea where to go, what to do, no connections and my parents

were like “tHesE ArE jUsT hObBiEs.” But I knew I’d regret it massively if I never even tried. Working a variety of regular office jobs

over the past few years have also helped me confirm that I was on the right path. (Though it is nice to have money.)

How did Durham prepare you for the

real world?



Breaking down class barriers in

lockdown theatre

It has been tough to find silver linings recently, with the heartbreak and uncertainty that has come with living our lives in and out of

lockdown for almost a year. Within the industry of arts and culture especially, a period of unpredictability has taken hold. We can

certainly find a silver lining, however, in the increase in experimentation with new forms of theatre over the pandemic. New digital

productions of shows have provided many of us with our entertainment fix since theatres closed their doors to the public last year.

To be able to access the theatre is an enormous privilege, one that is glaringly obvious in ‘normal times’; not everyone is able to

afford the high ticket prices of many productions. Similarly, not everyone is able to travel to London to see West-end productions,

no matter how passionate they feel about theatre. However, over lockdown, to enjoy theatre became something all of us were able

to do, no matter where we were in the country or from which background we come.

Schemes such as Lockdown Theatre Festival, as well as Andrew Lloyd Webber releasing recordings of musicals on YouTube, have

allowed people to feel immersed in theatre and become involved in the plot even when the outside world is particularly bleak.

Another great example of this is the National Theatre’s NT at Home scheme, which featured plays such as ‘A Streetcar Named

Desire’, ‘Jane Eyre’, and ‘Twelfth Night’. This new initiative allowed 15 million of us to welcome the theatre into our homes in a

brand-new way befitting our digital era. The National Theatre has 

also allowed free access to productions and learning resources for 

all staff and students at state schools. The positive and equalising 

effect this will have for students cannot be overstated; I was not 

given the opportunity to attend any theatre productions at school, 

so having the plays I studied brought to life in this way would have 

been invaluable for me. This is a fantastic move towards theatre 

being used to educate all and emphasises its unique ability to 

transcend class boundaries.

For me, Marquee TV provided a lot of calm and escapism during an 

anxious lockdown summer. As a student, I would not ordinarily be 

able to afford access to a site like this, but a lockdown free trial 

offered me the possibility to explore new productions I would have never have seen otherwise. I watched my first ballets and

operas, enjoyed productions of Shakespeare, and revelled in the opportunity to witness the glamour, music and emotion of theatre

even if it was not in person. I felt connected to the arts more than I ever had before, and I know the same is true for other people

who had not previously had much access to theatre until it became available online.

Similarly, production of the arts has expanded to include those whose voices were previously overlooked. Theatre productions on

Zoom, YouTube and other streaming platforms have massively increased in popularity, arguably levelling out the playing field for

those who create theatre and ensuring minority voices are heard in an industry that still favours cis white males over diverse

creators. I have also loved seeing how Durham student creatives have adapted to theatre in an online format. The Durham Drama

Festival was an excellent example of how online theatre can be incredibly successful. Gaining over 2,000 views on DDF 2021 is a

testament to the fact that this form of theatre is not invalid nor obsolete – it is as innovative and as creative as ever.

Online theatre may never grant us the same immersive experience as an in-person stage, but perhaps we can take away a few

elements from our time enjoying theatre in lockdown. In breaking down class barriers to the arts using experimental formats, we

have revolutionised theatre experiences, made productions more accessible, and offered a voice to those who are so often

disregarded in the industry.

Millicent Stott explores the impact of lockdown and the growth of the online upon access to theatre and the

showcasing of underrepresented voices.
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Sightline Productions is producing an audio drama about people 

at Durham who are transgender, non-binary, and gender-

diverse, in collaboration with  Purple Radio and the LGBT+

Association. This is based on interviews with trans, non-binary 

and gender-diverse students, the transcripts of which will later be

creatively and collaboratively adapted into a final theatrical 

product. First Night interviewed Co-Directors Jia Ying Lim and 

Imogen Marchant and Assistant Producer Jamie Crosby to find 

out more. 

An interview with...

Lim: As a result of the pandemic, many queer people are stuck living in hostile 

environments and have limited access to support. Spending more time at home 

and on social media has allowed people to greater explore their gender 

identity, and also to realise the extent of anti-transgender speech, acts and 

legislation around the world. I felt frustrated by the limited narratives available for trans people in media, often focusing on

violence rather than euphoria and triumph. Student theatre should be able to represent the diversity of its population’s experiences.

What was the inspiration for the project?
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Sightline X Purple X LGBTA present 'The Trans and Gender-

Diverse Project'

Imogen: Because of the devised nature

of the piece, we ask a lot about

images and sounds that participants

find significant, in addition to more

experience-based questions. I have

especially loved the answers to these

questions: they are so varied and

personal that they really make me feel

like I have learnt more about the

person I’m interviewing.

Jamie: Although it would have been great to talk in person, we have still had amazing discussions over Zoom. Everyone was so

open and honest, and at the end we always feel that we had gained a deeper understanding about gender identity. With such a

personal topic, voicing those thoughts out loud can be so validating and helpful, which is especially important given how

disconnected lockdown can make us feel. 

Imogen: I thought the distance would be really counter-productive but I think, weirdly, it’s actually helped people open up more:

there’s something quite comforting about being able to remain in your own space to talk about often very personal stories.

How have you found the interview process?

Jamie: How unique everyone’s experiences are - I think that part of me was expecting more similarities than differences. This just 

.                                                                                                                                   goes to show the value in listening to             

.                                                                                                                                   each individual voice, and that there  

 .                                        .                                                                                         isn’t a group consensus on how to be 

 .                                                                                                                                  trans or gender-diverse.

What have you found surprising from the project?
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Sightline Productions
Presidents

Esther Levin & Lucy Little

Previous Projects 

Ethos

Sightline Productions is an outreach

theatre company. Their goal is to provide

a platform to increase and improve the

representation of underrepresented ideas,

identities, or groups. They aim to create

productions that have an impact beyond

the theatre itself by working alongside

charities and other organisations

Jamie: Being able to listen to people’s stories has helped me

consider my own concepts of gender. The project made me

feel more comfortable in who I feel I am and that there

does not necessarily need to be an end point for that self-

discovery either.

Lim: What struck me was the importance of community in

everyone’s experiences. This has affirmed my desire for the

project to reflect the joy and the strength of trans and gender-

diverse people, and to be a source of connection in a difficult

time.

What have you learned from the

project?

Imogen: As an actor myself, I bring a lot of my own lived

experience to the role in order to make it authentic, so when it

comes to casting and performing something with a focus on

trans experience, it is inevitably going to be more authentic if

being performed by trans actors. 

Lim: I think generally this will be an important issue as long as

trans actors are not given the same opportunities as

cisgendered actors. In this project, we are trying our best to

represent trans people’s experiences authentically, but we may

not be able to find enough trans actors due to our limited

scale.

Imogen: As this project is very much based on real experience

- rather than fiction - there is inevitably something inherently

more authentic to it. It’s always going to have that ‘real world’

grounding.

One of the big changes in theatre over

the last decade has been the increasing

focus on casting trans people as trans

characters. How important is this?

Directed by Layla Chowdhury, this production viewed

through a Post-Colonial lens, the show emphasised the

more political and historical aspects of one of

Shakespeare's greatest works, making it a highly thought-

provoking show. 

 The Tempest

This two-hander was written by Sophie Wright as part of the

2019 Draft to Stage programme. 

'Lizzie and Beth share a flat. Beth has never seen ‘Bend It

Like Beckham’. Lizzie wants to change that.' 

The show explored intersectionality, sexuality and identity

through naturalism.

Queerbaiting

Their current project is 'Rules for Being a Man' by Alex

Oates and is about the different pressures men face

going through life trying to be “a man”.  This is an honest

new play that follows three generations of men all

coming to terms with love, life and other people’s

expectations of them. Created especially with the input of

survivors of suicide and The Samaritans, “Rules for Being

a Man” confronts the damaging toll toxic masculinity

takes on male mental health.

 

This production runs from the 5th-19th March with tickets

available on our website!

Also from Sightline:



Any fresher has done well to swim the tide of pandemic theatre and find themselves afloat – but just because the ride has been a

rocky one, doesn’t mean that it’s not been an exciting and adventurous one for many - and that includes myself as director of the

ever-changing DST Freshers’ Play. Zooming my DST parents, spotting fellow freshers at workshops and meeting them in online

rehearsals were some memorable highlights from last term. I felt part of a community, and realised that there were still many

opportunities for creativity. The two or three ‘golden’ weeks of in-person rehearsals, where I also actually sat in a theatre and

watched the brilliant Agency, show just how rapdly the theatre scene could shift. Directing what was Antigone last term has since

become directing an online evening of fresher drama filled with monologues, musical

 theatre, and new writing. You certainly have to be adaptable, but in many ways I’m l

earning more quickly, meeting more people, and trying new things.  Pushed out of my

 comfort zone by handling double casts, actors isolating, social distancing, two

 lockdowns and dodgy Wi-Ficertainly made me feel at times, as a newbie to directing, 

that I was fighting a bit of a daunting battle. At one moment our play would be two 

weeks away, another two months, and then off the calendar completely. I will certainly

 feel at home directing when things do get back to normal! Reflecting on these

 experiences, it is important to say that DST has assisted me as a fresher throughout. A

 mentor scheme for our Prod team, DST Mums happy to message and listen to a rant, 

and fresher siblings easy to spot on a zoom screen has made me feel supported in this

 frustrating time where freshers just want to find their way to the heart of DST and make

 it past a kind of immaterial ‘waiting room’. Being Assistant Director on Grey’s now

 postponed Medea meant that I could experience just how friendly and welcoming all

 older years are. It is possible for any fresher to ride the waves of pandemic theatre, so

 I encourage anyone reading this to get involved in whatever you can find!

If you’d have asked me whether I had any idea what DST was going to be like when I 

joined, back in the first week of October, I probably would have said, ‘No, not really.’ 

By then, we all knew that 2020 was a year like no other, and I was especially unsure 

of what to expect when it came to theatre – the unexpected, perhaps? Like almost 

everyone in DST (and the theatre industry at large), I have since been introduced to 

the brave new world of online theatre, with all its Zoom auditions and rehearsals, 

virtual performances and workshops. I have actually found myself really looking 

forward to the weekly DST email; I’m always struck by the number of opportunities and 

events listed below Hollie’s (ever welcome) warm words and best wishes, especially in 

the current circumstances. It has been a pleasure to have had the opportunity to play 

a part in supporting some of them, and I really appreciate how considerate and 

patient people have been with me as I have tried to learn the ropes. It’s been 

fascinating to see how DST has worked within the new (normal) social distancing rules 

to create and present their productions; it’s testament to the ingenuity and tenacity of 

all those involved that these performances have worked out so well. But there is 

something about everyone being in a room together that online theatre can never truly 

usurp or substitute. It’s hard to explain, but I think science says it better than I could: research shows that watching a live theatre

performance can synchronise your heartbeat with other people in the audience, regardless of whether you know them or not. I

wish that I could have met more people in DST last term; however, I suppose that just means there’s even more people to meet

this term, so the new year is not without promise.

First year perspectives on DST in the pandemic
Catherine Turner

A fresh(er) frame of mind
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Jodie Sale



One of the big draws of coming to Durham for me as a prospective student was the university’s clear enthusiasm for theatre. I

couldn’t wait to get stuck in after seeing the opportunities available to Durham students, as both a reviewer, performer and

enthusiast. Admittedly, similarly to everyone, my experience as a fresher has been completely and utterly different the norm. From

meeting new people, to my academic life, everything has had to adapt; theatre has been no exception.

However, in the thick of it all, DST and First Night has provided me with so much to look forward to and all the comfort of theatre I

had sorely been missing out on. Despite reviewing entirely online performances, 

it has been a pleasure to participate in some way, shape or form - even if it is from 

the comfort of my room in my PJs with a laptop and some popcorn, note-pad and 

pen. I have a new-found appreciation for the creativity of so-called ‘lockdown 

theatre’. Being able to watch and review student theatre for free and develop my style 

as a writer since arriving in September has been really fulfilling. Moreover, as a 

reviewer used to staying up to all hours after travelling back on a crowded train after 

a performance, I’d be lying if I said I couldn’t see any upsides of remote reviewing. 

It has given me the chance to get my bearings with the Durham theatre scene before 

diving right in and allowed me to put myself out there already without over-stretching 

myself in too many places at once. I’m so eager for a time where I will be able to 

meet the people I have met online through DST in person, and for when I’m finally 

allowed past the front door of a theatre for a much more social experience. My time 

so far with DST has invigorated me with a sense of being grateful for theatre’ benefits 

as part of a wonderfully resilient community just as keen as me to get back to normal 

as me, whilst making the best of what we have now.

First year perspectives on DST in the pandemic

Molly Knox

A fresh(er) frame of mind
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A large part of my application to Durham was because of all of the brilliant things that

 I had heard about Durham Student Theatre, and it is better than I could have ever 

imagined. Even in a term where live theatre is prohibited, DST has soared. Having a

 few recorded productions and organising an online version of Durham Drama Festival

 is admirable in these times. I have been in awe of the executive team of DST, whose

 emails warmly encourage freshers to get involved and make extra-curricular activities

 easy to navigate. Put simply, if DST has been great this term, then imagine it at its full

 strength post-COVID! The main challenge this term for Freshers is encouraging

 directors to cast us or have us on their production team. Through the grapevine, I

 understood that some DST members felt that the same actors were cast in everything.

 Last term, I did see that as true to a certain extent - though given the circumstances

 this is more understandable than in any previous year. Meeting someone over Zoom is

 a strange phenomenon, and it is no surprise that directors would be keen to work with

 someone they know to be reliable than a Fresher who they have never met in person

 before or even seen around. Sitting in on one of production team meetings, I heard 

these conversations first-hand – directors claiming to have seen an actor in a show the

 year before, and therefore trusting their talent, or knowing that someone has a busy schedule and so feeling less of a desire to

cast them. While this type of casting reflects the real-life acting world, it would be ideal if the casting was based on the audition

alone, particularly for freshers.

Honor Douglas



Theatre has a reputation for promoting difference, for seeking to lift ‘radical voices for radical times’, as the DDF theme for this

year states. However, the industry reflects the same entrenched socio-economic inequality that pervades many others and the

country as a whole. The Panic! report from 2018, for example, found that only 18.2% of the cultural workforce in music,

performing or visual arts were from working-class origins, compared with 35% of the workforce overall. 

 

It is such inequality of opportunity that the new Sproxton 

Stagecraft Scholarship seeks to address. The scholarship is 

intended for a prospective student who has exceptional 

potential in theatre’s technical aspects, but lacks the 

necessary funds to make their creative vision a reality. It 

offers up to £16,000 over four years to help with living 

costs, and one should have a household income below 

£42,875 to qualify. 

 

The scholarship is funded by David Sproxton, co-founder 

of Aardman Animations, the Academy Award-winning 

studio behind Wallace and Gromit and Shaun the Sheep. 

Mr Sproxton was a student at Durham University and holds 

a passion for supporting the next generation to develop 

skills outside their academic discipline. 

 

Mr Sproxton said: “It doesn’t take much to give someone an opportunity to help develop a skill that might otherwise lie

dormant. I was of a generation of students which didn’t need to worry about funding their way through university, we were given

grants. It’s all very different now, so supporting a student allows them to more easily pursue an interest outside their academic

studies without financial worries. You never know where that interest might lead them, but it’s certainly worth giving them support

and encouragement to start on what could be a very exciting journey.”  

 

Given Mr Sproxton’s background in animation, the technical focus, including fields such as lighting, sound, projection, stage

management, set and costume design and video production, is no surprise – and entirely welcome. Tech is one of the most

scarcely provided fields of student theatre, with experienced technicians often in demand to field productions week-after-week.  

 

DST Technical Manager, Anna Bodrenkova, commented: “I’m so happy that the scholarship will make getting into tech accessible

for more people, and will give successful applicants the freedom to focus on what really interests them within DST Tech. The

community has always been eager to teach new members, so I think it’s important that the new scholarship will value  enthusiasm

over experience.” 

 

Indeed, the scholarship application invites applicants to share their passion, creative vision and experience of problem-solving and

team-work, rather than detail their existing theatrical expertise or expertise. Such openness is crucial to creating a greater level-

playing field for those who may not have had the opportunity to learn tech before university or experience academic drama, but

hold a creative potential and enthusiasm to learn. 
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Durham University has just been granted a new stagecraft

scholarship, courtesy of David Sproxten, co-founder of Ardman

Animations, its first theatre-specific scholarship! 

The Sproxton Stagecraft Scholarship



Indeed, much of this inequality of opportunity starts at such a young age, since engaging with theatre at school or extracurricularly

can sometimes seem like an uphill battle, impenetrable dream or simply something of which you are not aware. Before even

signing up to GCSE or A-level drama, students have to combat the anti-arts scaremongering of teachers, parents, and the

government. The self-confidence, enjoyment and creativity that studying theatre fosters is neglected in favour of the doubtful

mantra that universities or employers do not look kindly upon such an 

‘unacademic’ subject, as challenging as most graduates would inform you 

it was. It takes confidence in the surety of your future, helped by financial 

reserves and classist advantages to university or employment, to gamble on 

this uncertain choice.

At my school, I was put off by collective worry that the drama department 

would be shut down. With the tightness of its budget already necessitating 

emails to parents asking for donations, it is unsurprising that the school 

would need to prioritise funding staff salaries and the employment 

cornucopia of STEM over the dramatic passions of its students.

We were lucky. The drama programme limps onwards. Besides, at this state 

grammar, many parents could afford the out-of-school drama clubs and 

theatre tickets that made student-led extracurricular theatre within school 

lunchtimes an exciting reality, and the annual school production largely 

self-funded.  Many are not so lucky. Many schools lack any academic or 

extracurricular drama. Moreover, there is the quieter reality of the smaller, 

bigger things: not being able to afford costumes; having to return home 

instantly after school to look after siblings; or growing up in a society which 

fails to inform you that you are good enough to even think about 

approaching the stage.

Within student theatre at university, the financial barriers to success are vast yet under-remarked. Theatre is an infamously time-

consuming extracurricular. Productions take up weeks of weekends and evenings, when many students are free from lectures but,

mutually, the hospitality jobs that keep many students afloat require shifts. Which are you going to choose: rent or rehearsal?

Meanwhile, floods of Palatinate articles, Durfess posts and student-led reports have recently detailed the abuse many Northern

and working-class students face at university. When people are already ridiculing your accent, it must be tough to showcase

yourself on stage, your natural voice perhaps deemed a character choice while the Southern equivalent is somehow ‘neutral’.

Thinking now about the difficulty of producing without easy access to a computer and WIFI is alarming, yet the pandemic’s effects

upon library access mean it is even more of an unavoidable reality for some students.
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In the midst of much darkness, it is wonderful to see such a heart-

warming and genuinely impactful example of cross-generational

generosity. This scholarship will be life-changing for its recipient,

providing themselves the opportunity to experiment creatively

asnever before and their family to watch them in pride with

reduced financial strain in the back of their minds. The A-level

results scandal of last year particularly highlighted the depth and

lack of political awareness of barriers against lower-income

students attending University at all, and made clear why schemes

such as these – among many others – are crucial for a fairer and

more educated collective future. Perhaps the recipient of this

scholarship will become the creator of the next Shaun the Sheep,

but it is enough that they will be able to enjoy and grow without

the starting blow of financial paralysis, as they should.



The Exec Recommends: 
How to get your theatre fix

With the world of live (or at least in-person) theatre halted we wanted to still be able to bring you a

plethora of exciting things to watch and listen to that will help you get your theatre fix!

Gabbie Sills - President

 Matthew Bourne's 'The Red Shoes' which is available for

free on BBC iPlayer. It's particularly great for

dance and design enthusiasts, and is a masterclass in

showcasing emotion/storytelling through movement.

Alesya Matyukina - Publicity Officer

Shakespeare's Globe's Romeo and Juliet (2019) which can

be found on YouTube so it's free!  It's so wonderfully done,

and you can't go wrong with a classic!

Frankie HW - Treasurer

My recommendation is Rupaul’s Drag Race U.K.

Season 2 currently available on iPlayer because it’s both super

entertaining and showcases the amazing art form of drag.

Anna Bodrenkova - Tech Manager

I’m recommending ‘Lolita Podcast’ by Jamie Loftus. The

podcast takes a sensitive look at the history of Nabokov’s

controversial novel, focusing on its cultural impact,

including several decidedly ill-advised stage adaptations.

Loftus rewrites the narrative to find the hidden voices

behind the figure of ‘Lolita’, including the actresses who

have played the role, abuse survivors, and rediscovering

the original character - whose name is 'Dolores, not Lolita'.

Hollie Galpin-Mitchell - Secretary

Treason The Musical (about the Gunpowder

plot) is something I’m really excited about! There’s a

ticketed concert performance happening 12-14th March

and some songs have already been released

on Spotify/YouTube. I strongly recommend ‘Take

Things Into Our Own Hands’ if

you’re in the market for a good collusion song!

Sophie Tice - First Night Editor

Staged! Technically, this is a TV show, but 100% fits the

bill! It evolves around the rehearsals of 'Six Characters in

Search of an Author' over Zoom, featuring beloved actors

Michael Sheen and David Tennant. Conversational

chaos, mundane hilarity and swarths of egoism ensue,

providing delightfully metatheatrical entertainment and

a sweet hint of the real-life friendship between the stars.

Alexander Cohen - Festival Director

 The Sea, The Sea by Iris Murdoch follows a retired

theatre director who, despite his best efforts,

cannot disavow his past; he is haunted by ostentatious

actors, insecure writers, and a host of other characters.

Murdoch holds the unique position of being

both an accomplished writer and a brilliant philosopher,

and I urge everyone to engage in her work. 

Issy Flower - Workshop Secretary

Lettuces for Tortoises, part of the Oxford Together Stories,

was written, performed and directed by DST students, this

piece explores the integral work of the Oxford Hub during

the pandemic.

Aaron Rosanski - Bar Manager 

The Podcast 'Piece by Piece', especially the episodes on

Sondheim's 'Company' and 'Follies' are incredible! 

 They have the original team from specific productions  

and interview them about the shows and thier

interpretations and choices  - so fab! 

Niamh Hanns - Events Manger

This isn’t necessarily a traditional recommendation, but

I’ve been enjoying the creativity of TikTok users in

inventing new musicals. You can find the concert version

of the Ratatouille Musical online, but there’s also a new

Bridgerton-inspired musical I’ve seen popping up on my

feed…


